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Creating and sharing open educational 
resources (OER) through LanguageBox, 
a community-based repository 
 
The FAVOR project 
 Finding A Voice through Open Resources (JISC funded,UK) 
 Part-time or hourly-paid language tutors 
 Sharing existing  teaching and learning resources through 
online repositories such as LanguageBox 
 Collaboration between UK universities: Southampton, 
School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), UCL School 




  Project  challenges … 
Part-time language tutors do not spend lots of time in the university; for 
some the only time spent there is  for teaching (some tutors do not even 
have a desk and a computer).  
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It can be time-consuming to find in a language repository something that 
I like and that is suitable for my way of teaching. 
  …finding the time to modify resources, so that they can be used by other 
teachers to the best effect. 
Making sure not to violate copyright laws is another challenge.  
…getting materials to a publishable standard and daring to make them 
public! 
… and  project gains 
…finding and exchanging ideas in a central place and beyond 
departmental boundaries is interesting.  
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…being able to develop other people's ideas/materials further and getting 
feedback or new ideas on how to use my own materials. 
 I think the exchange of ideas and different approaches has really 
motivated me to try out new things in my classes.  
 …Engaging in open practice made me realise that there is a lot to be 
learned online.  
 
I now produce material that I can reuse over and over again and which I 
can also easily modify.  
 (It) has made me feel part of the university and also open practice has 












 How to get involved in OER 
 Join the LanguageBox community repository  
 Create a professional  profile 
 Browse the site and ‘bookmark’ resources you like 
 Try them out in your own teaching 
 Share  some examples of your own teaching and learning 








  Thank you for listening 
                  
Questions or comments? 
 
   
  
  
B.Belgiorno-Appleyard@soton.ac.uk 
 
